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Weighted Quantization-Regularization in DNNs
for Weight Memory Minimization Toward

HW Implementation
Matthias Wess, Sai Manoj Pudukotai Dinakarrao , Member, IEEE, and Axel Jantsch , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Deployment of deep neural networks on hardware
platforms is often constrained by limited on-chip memory and
computational power. The proposed weight quantization offers
the possibility of optimizing weight memory alongside trans-
forming the weights to hardware friendly data types. We apply
dynamic fixed point (DFP) and power-of-two (Po2) quantiza-
tion in conjunction with layer-wise precision scaling to minimize
the weight memory. To alleviate accuracy degradation due to
precision scaling, we employ quantization-aware fine-tuning. For
fine-tuning, quantization-regularization (QR) and weighted QR
are introduced to force the trained quantization by adding the
distance of the weights to the desired quantization levels as a
regularization term to the loss-function. While DFP quantiza-
tion performs better when allowing different bit-widths for each
layer, Po2 quantization in combination with retraining allows
higher compression rates for equal bit-width quantization. The
techniques are verified on an all-convolutional network. With
accuracy degradation of 0.10% points, for DFP with layer-
wise precision scaling we achieve compression ratios of 7.34 for
CIFAR-10, 4.7 for CIFAR-100, and 9.33 for SVHN dataset.

Index Terms—Convolutional neural networks, memory
minimization, quantization, regularization.

I. INTRODUCTION

STARTING with AlexNet [1] deep convolutional neural
networks (DCNNs) have been gaining attention by deliver-

ing impressive results on challenging problems, such as object
recognition on ImageNet dataset [2] or facial recognition [3].
The adaptation of such DCNNs and deep neural networks
(DNNs) in various applications including autonomous driv-
ing, medical diagnosis [4], [5], and machine translation [6]
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led to an ever increasing amounts of data to process under
high performance requirements.

Most of these applications can be described as super-
vised learning tasks, split into training phase and inference.
In the training phase, the algorithm is optimized to solve
a certain task for the training data. The architecture of a
DCNN or DNN is defined by the number of layers and their
functionality (e.g., convolutional, fully connected, pool, and
batch-normalization) and the layer-specific parameters which
define the dimensions and behavior of the layer in forward
and backward-propagation. To train the defined architecture
on a given training data, the labeled data is fed through the
network and in back-propagation, the layer-specific weights
are adjusted to decrease the error between the output and orig-
inal label. For inference, DNN employs the model derived
during training phase on the test or unknown data. The abil-
ity to correctly process the new data based on training data is
called generalization ability.

Despite the state-of-the-art DNNs taking one or several
high-end graphics processing units (GPUs) and up to several
days to train, inference can be performed on a broad spectrum
of platforms including CPUs, GPUs, field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs), and application specific integrated circuits.
With the increasing size of DNNs (e.g., ResNet [7] up to 152
layers), even the complexity of inference is also exacerbat-
ing due to more critical requirements and constraints such as
limited power consumption, high throughput or hard real-time
processing. There are several challenges that hinder the effi-
cient deployment and inference of the state-of-the-art DNNs
on embedded resource constrained platforms. The two biggest
challenges are the large size of the networks and the total
number of necessary operations in feed-forward computation,
since a hardware accelerator design can be bound either by
the limit of parallel operations, or by the memory interface
transmission rate [8], [9]. As a consequence, model compres-
sion and increasing the efficiency of computations, are two
legitimate ways to reach hardware requirements.

Recent works [10], [11] have proven the robustness of
DNNs to compression of weights and simplification of acti-
vation functions with high number of parameters and the
resulting redundancy [5], [10], [12]–[14]. This enables several
techniques including weight sharing [10], [15], pruning [16],
and Huffman encoding [10] to reduce external memory access.
Pruning not only reduces the memory footprint of a DNN
model, but also allows skipping of multiplications with 0,
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thus reducing the amount of total multiplications [17], [18].
To reduce also power consumption within operations, the
model parameters have to be quantized in specific formats
a dedicated hardware can make use of. Dynamic fixed
point (DFP) [14], [19] and power of two quantization [11]
are two hardware friendly formats that enable performing
multiplications either as low-precision multiplications or sim-
ple shift operations.

There are several approaches on how to best prepare a DNN
for inference with low precision data types. On one side when
employing the state-of-the-art DNNs it is desirable to directly
make use of pretrained models without architectural adjust-
ments. Lin et al. [13] and Zhou et al. [20] proposed methods
for layer-wise bit-width optimization without retraining but not
for bit-width optimization followed by retraining. Furthermore,
to fully leverage optimized hardware accelerators for efficient
inference (e.g., [21]) it can be desirable to force certain quan-
tization [11], compression or pruning schemes [17] in an addi-
tional fine-tuning step. Zhou et al. [11] proposed incremental
weight quantization while incorporating a power-of-two (Po2)
data type and achieve almost lossless quantization for several
DNNs. Other works such as [19] and [22] employ stochastic
quantization methods to during training. In stochastic training
the algorithm stores a floating point value and the quantized
value at the same time and for each feed forward computa-
tion the quantized weights are newly computed on a stochastic
basis.

This paper makes the following contributions.
1) We propose weighted quantization-regularization

(WQR), a method for trained low precision quantization
of weights in neural networks to any given quantization
scheme.

2) We combine layer-wise precision scaling [20] with
WQR to reduce the loss in classification performance
while increasing the compression rate.

3) We analyze the benefits of Po2 and DFP-based quanti-
zation in our setting and in combination with WQR and
layer-wise bit-width optimization.

Aiming at highly efficient implementation in FPGAs, we
perform evaluation for quantization-regularization (QR) for
DFP [22] and power of two quantization [11] schemes on con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs). We apply the proposed
algorithm on SVHN CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 dataset for
two different quantization schemes and show that WQR
decreases loss in classification performance in comparison to
direct weight quantization for all-convolutional network on
CIFAR-10 from 1.5% to 0%. The results suggest that the
proposed algorithm reduces accuracy loss due to quantization.

II. MOTIVATIONAL CASE STUDY

Fig. 1 explains with a simple example the two main parts
of this paper. Assuming a two-layer neural network with two
layers with 600 and 900 weights, respectively, we want to
achieve model compression by reducing the number of bits
stored per weight and specific quantization of the weights to
enhance the computational energy efficiency.

First note, that layer 2 has a stronger impact on the size
of the weight memory, as it contains more weights. Thus, it

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Example network with two layers demonstrating (a) layer-wise
precision scaling and (b) retraining with QR. Starting with two layer network
at first (a) bit-widths of both layers are adjusted by defining a lower precision
format with the quantization levels marked as dotted lines in the histogram
charts. To reduce the quantization error, (b) retraining with additional regu-
larization, decreasing the average distance of the weights to the quantization
levels, is performed.

is beneficial in terms of memory footprint to reduce the bit-
width of its weights more than those of layer 1. However,
quantization also negatively affects the accuracy of the algo-
rithm, due to weight quantization errors. Therefore, we apply
layer-wise precision scaling [Fig. 1(a)] to find the best trade-
off between compression due to quantization and accuracy
degradation. While for the example in Fig. 1 uniform 3-bit
quantization leads to 4.5-kB weight memory, with layer-wise
precision scaling applied according to Fig. 1(a) only 3.6-kB
weights need to be stored, allowing us to increase compression
ratio by a factor 1.25.

To alleviate the accuracy degradation, performing trained
quantization by applying additional regularization with the
goal of reducing the weight quantization error results in an
increase the accuracy. For state-of-the-art DNNs layer-wise
precision scaling shows even higher efficiency due to the
higher variation of numbers of weights per layer (Table III).

III. PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 2 illustrates the entire quantization flow for learned
model compression which can be separated into three steps.

1) Quantization Scheme Evaluation: We define and analyze
two quantization strategies in terms of their effective-
ness for hardware-friendly execution their advantages
and disadvantages during fine-tuning and the resulting
performance.

2) Layer-Wise Precision Scaling: To increase the model
compression ratio we apply layer-wise precision scal-
ing, meaning that for each layer different bit-widths are
used for weights. Thereby, we study the influence of
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Fig. 2. Learned weight quantization step by step.

selecting different bit-widths per layer on the resulting
classification accuracy.

3) Retraining With WQR and QR: The last task focuses on
reducing accuracy degradation occurring due to quan-
tization. As loss of accuracy is induced due to the
change of weight magnitudes when approximating them
by rounding to the nearest quantization level, we aim
to force weights to reduce their distance to such quanti-
zation levels in retraining, thus increasing classification
accuracy of the quantized network.

While the first two steps serve for finding the best quan-
tization method and bit-width for each layer when applying
quantization without retraining, in the third step we perform
retraining aiming to reduce the accuracy loss caused by quan-
tization. In our flow, the weights are not first quantized and
then retrained, but we always start from the high accuracy
model, fine-tune weights with modified loss-functions and then
perform quantization. This approach has the advantage that
the network parameters are trained in full precision but with
the additional regularization terms which cause the weights to
reduce their distance to the desired quantization levels before
performing the actual quantization step. To better distinguish
we use the term direct quantization for quantization without
any fine-tuning. Trained quantization on the other hand con-
sists of fine-tuning, followed by the actual quantization step.
Input for the quantization process is a DNN with N con-
volutional and/or fully connected layers and weight-tensors
Wn, 0 < n < N of arbitrary resolution. Details on the network
used for evaluation can be found in Table III. Table I lists the
variables used in this paper.

A. Direct Quantization

In direct quantization, the original network M is expressed
as Mq where the weights Wn of each layer are represented
as Wqn . The values of Wqn are determined by rounding each

TABLE I
VARIABLES USED IN THIS PAPER

element of Wn to the quantization level with the smallest
absolute distance of a defined quantization scheme Q.

1) Quantization Scheme Evaluation: Here, we present
Po2 [11] and DFP [19], [22], two different quantization
schemes and compare their properties for direct and trained
quantization.

a) Power-of-Two Quantization: We implement Po2
quantization similar as in [11]. Qp2 is given as

Qp2 = {±2n1 , . . . ,±2n2 , 0
}
. (1)

n1 and n2 are integers with

n1 = �log2
4s

3
� (2)

s = max(abs(W)). (3)

For a given bit-width b and n2 are defined by

n2 = n1 −
(

2b−1 − 1
)
. (4)

Thus, the quantization levels depend on the distribution
of weights, especially on the weight with the highest abso-
lute value. By adding “0” as a quantization level, we enable
Po2 quantization to also serve as a pruning mechanism when
applied to weight matrices, as small weights are rounded to
zero. In experiment symmetrical quantization schemes lead
to higher classification accuracies for the quantized networks,
therefore we only use 2b−1 of 2b possible quantization levels.

b) Dynamic Fixed Point: DFP data type is successfully
used in several works for either direct quantization or retrained
model compression [19], [22]. For DFP quantization, we first
define a set of 2b − 1 equidistant quantization levels

B =
{
±2b−1 − 1,±2b−1 − 2, . . . , 0

}
. (5)

Similar to Po2 quantization, we prefer a symmetric quantiza-
tion scheme. Next B is normalized and scaled, depending on
the distribution of weights

Qdfp = B

2b−1
∗ 2n1 . (6)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Distributions before and after direct weight quantization for (a) DFP
and (b) Po2 quantization.

Fig. 4. MSE for an example layer when applying Po2 and DFP quantization
with different bit-widths. While DFP quantization decreases the quantiza-
tion error exponentially with increasing bit-width, with Po2 quantization the
quantization error reaches the minimum already at bit-width 4.

Fig. 3 depicts the distribution of weights for an example
layer of a CNN, before and after quantization. While Fig. 3(a)
shows the distribution for Po2 quantization, Fig. 3(b) illustrates
the distribution for DFP quantization. As can be seen that po2
has much irregular quantization values compared to DFP, and
also considers the values close to 0 which might help to retain
the information with lower weights and aid in improving the
accuracy.

As accuracy degradation of the quantized model Mq in
comparison to the original model M is a result of the quanti-
zation error, it is necessary to understand the relation between
bit-width and quantization error for both data types.

With DFP quantization, the mean square error (MSE) can
be reduced with increasing bit-width, since every additional bit
divides the intervals in half [see Fig. 3(a)]. Meanwhile when
increasing bit-width in Po2 quantization, the new quantiza-
tion levels are always added close to 0 [see Fig. 3(b)]. As a
consequence with Po2 quantization, the quantization error can
only be reduced to a certain extent. Fig. 4 shows the result-
ing MSEs for one weight-tensor of an example layer when
applying different bit-widths.

Fig. 5. With increasing bit-widths the sparsity due to quantization decreases
for DFP and Po2 quantization. Sparsity denotes the amount of weights that
are 0 relative to the total amount of weights.

In addition, we consider the amount of pruned weights as
an important factor for model compression. In comparison to
DFP, Po2 quantization decreases sparsity within the weight
matrices as a result of quantization, due to the higher density
of levels close to 0. Therefore to fully benefit from the advan-
tages of sparsity, an additional pruning step before retraining
is recommended. In Fig. 5, the number of pruned weights
depending on the selected bit-width is shown for Po2 and DFP
quantization.

Figs. 4 and 5 suggest that for direct Po2 quantization bit-
widths higher than 4 bits do not further decrease the �acc but
4 bits in comparison to 5 bits slightly increase sparsity. On
the other hand, by scaling the bit-width of DFP the resulting
MSE can be reduced exponentially (Fig. 4) meaning that even
bit-widths higher than 8 bits deliver more accurate results.
In terms of sparsity, DFP prunes more weights than Po2 for
bit-widths of four and higher.

Based on these observations we expect that for direct DFP
quantization �acc can be reduced to almost 0, based on layer-
wise precision scaling. For direct Po2 quantization we expect
a higher �acc and no significant increase of accuracy for bit-
widths higher than five. It can be seen in Figs. 6 and 10 that
these expectations are confirmed.

2) Layer-Wise Precision Scaling: Second, to further reduce
the model-size, we apply different quantization schemes per
layer by optimizing bit-widths. In comparison to choosing
equal bit-width for each layer, due to the varying amount of
parameters and varying distribution of weights between lay-
ers, selecting fitting quantization schemes for each layer can
enable lower bit-widths per layer without reducing the result-
ing accuracy. For the experiments we assume either DFP or
Po2 quantization. For an arbitrary network M with accuracy
accM applying weight quantization with the set of bit-widths
bn leads to accuracy accMq and weight memory bits

Wmem =
N∑

n

card(Wn) ∗ bn (7)

where card(A) denotes the cardinality of set A. For each bn,
we compute the resulting accuracy degradation

�acc = accM − accMq (8)

and iteratively decrease the bit-width of the layer where a
lower bit-width leads to the smallest product of �acc ∗ Wmem
(see Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 Layer-Wise Precision Scaling

procedure LAYER-WISE PRECISION SCALING(M)
initialize bn

while �acc < ε do
for all n in layers do

bitwidth of layern - 1
Compute AccMq , �acc and Wmem

bitwidth of layern + 1
end for
Decrease bitwidth of layer with min(�acc ∗ Wmem)

end while
end procedure

Fig. 6. Layer-wise precision scaling compared with equal bit-width quanti-
zation for DFP and Po2 quantization. Compression ratio is the ratio between
32-bit weight memory and the weight memory for the quantized network.
Point (i) indicates DFP with bn = [7 7 7 4 4 3 3 7 7] and point (ii) indicates
Po2 with bn = [4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4].

Fig. 6 shows the results for layer-wise precision scaling
performed by Algorithm 1 on all-convolutional network [23]
for CIFAR-10. We can deduce that while DFP quantization
also allows direct quantization, whereas for Po2 quantization
almost always an additional fine-tuning step is necessary to
achieve high accuracy results.

B. Trained Quantization

The used datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and SVHN) are
already divided into test data and training data. While with
layer-wise precision scaling as described in Section III-A2
focuses on decreasing �acc∗Wmem without retraining, we can
additionally reduce �acc by retraining the original network
on the training data with the goal of increasing accuracy
of the classifier on test data. As a consequence we use the
performance metrics in Table II.

1) Quantization-Regularization: To decrease �acc for a
selected set of bit-widths bn, we need to find the best set
of Wn so that approximation with Wqn achieves a maximum
of accMq. As shown in [13] and [24], the degradation of clas-
sification accuracy of a DNN due to quantization is directly
related to the signal to quantization-noise ratio (SQNR) and the
amount of weights per layer, as both influence the SQNR of
the intermediate layer outputs and as a consequence the result-
ing network outputs. Therefore, retraining network weights

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE METRICS USED FOR FINE-TUNING

to achieve lower SQNR without reducing accM , leads to
an increased accuracy of the quantized network. To enforce
weight quantization during the training phase we define the
QR term as

QR =
N∑

n

card(Wn)∑

i

| Wni − Wqni |
max(Qn) ∗ card(Wn)

(9)

which expresses the mean of the absolute weight distances of
each weight to the corresponding quantized value.

By adding the QR-term to the loss function (10) weights
are forced closer to the quantization levels during retraining

Modified Loss = Loss + λ1 ∗ QR (10)

During fine-tuning with the parameter λ1 the tradeoff between
min(Loss) and min(QR) and, as a consequence, between
min(�accuracy) and max(accM) can be adjusted. For the
experiments we applied fixed λ1 and linearly increasing λ1
(e.g., λ1 = 10 ∗ epoch). Fig. 7 depicts the trained quantization
process. With each epoch the weights are pulled closer to the
quantization levels, thus decreasing QR and �acc.

While choosing a high (>1000) λ1 leads to fast quantization
with strong accuracy degradation, a low λ1 value (< 1) does
not enforce quantization. Either way, much like weight decay
low λ1 values can help avoiding overfitting during training.

2) Weighted Quantization-Regularization: While in normal
QR each weight within one layer is considered equally impor-
tant for reaching high classification accuracy, the efficiency of
pruning [15]–[17] shows that especially weights with small
magnitudes can be changed without reducing the accuracy of
the network. Similarly to [8], the weights can be divided into
two disjoint subsets, where QR is applied on one of the subsets
while the other weights are being retrained without QR. Going
one step further we can multiply the QR value of each weight
with the absolute magnitude of the weight.2 This strategy
forces quantization stronger on weights with higher magni-
tudes which can be especially useful for Po2 quantization,
where density of quantization levels decreases with increasing

1For the computation of quantized test accuracy, the weights of the network
are directly quantized after each epoch.

2Previously the sum of weights is normalized to 1 for each layer.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Illustration of QR. The first column shows the floating point values
of the weights on which the actual training is performed. The second column
shows the quantized weights, and the third column the element-wise abso-
lute difference of floating point and quantized weights. Changes of quantized
weights are marked in the second column. Weight update for Wf is performed
based on backpropagation of the modified loss function (10). Successfully
quantized weights are marked in the third column. After Epoch 1 (a) the
weights are hardly regularized and QR is relatively large. Epoch 2 (b) shows
that due to regularization, weights are pulled closer to the quantization levels
Qn = {0,±0.25,±0.5,±0.75} and QR gets smaller. For three of the weights
the resulting quantization level changed, and weights decrease their distance
to the next quantization level. Epoch 3 (c) shows further reduction of the
QR term.

weight values. Therefore, we define the WQR term as

WQR =
N∑

n

card(Wn)∑

i

( | Wni − Wqni || Wni |
max(Qn)

2 ∗ card(Wn)

)
(11)

and similarly to (10) we can weight the tradeoff between
accuracy and weight regularization with λ1 and λ2 (12)

Modified Loss = Loss + λ1 ∗ QR + λ2 ∗ WQR. (12)

Again during training the parameters λ1 and λ2 have to be
adjusted carefully to reach the desired improvement of AccMq,
without at the same time decreasing AccM . In our experiments
we found a linear increasing λ2 to work best (e.g., λ2 = 10 ∗
epoch). For fine-tuning, we use Algorithm 2.

Fig. 8 illustrates the fine-tuning process for 4-bit equal
bit-width Po2 quantized all-convolutional net for CIFAR-
10. At the beginning of the fine-tuning process the term
λ2 ∗ WQR increases due to the increasing λ2 value, while
the WQR-Term decreases exponentially. At epoch 200, learn-
ing rate is decreased from 1e−4 to 1e−5 leading to the drop of
λ2 ∗WQR. This can be explained by fact that a larger learning
rate leads to larger weight changes. If the weights are already
close to the quantization levels a lower learning rate can lead to
better approximation of the weights to the quantization levels.

C. Summary and Analysis

In combination, the discussed techniques for quan-
tization (Section III-A), layer-wise precision scaling
(Section III-A2), fine-tuning with QR (Section III-B1), and
WQR (Section III-B2) facilitate DNN weight compression.

Algorithm 2 Fine-Tuning With QR and WQR

procedure TRAINED QUANTIZATION(M, bn, λ1, λ2)
for epochs do

for all Mini Batches do � Train on Training Data
for n >= N do � Quantize all Layers

Wqn = Quantize(Wn,Qn)
end for
Loss + λ1 ∗ QR(Wn, Wqn) + λ∗WQR(Wn, Wqn)

Backpropagation(Loss,QR,WQR,λ1,λ2)
end for
Compute AccM � Test Accuracy
Compute AccMq � Quantized Test Accuracy

end for
return Mq � Return Quantized Model

end procedure

Fig. 8. Fine-tuning of all-convolutional net for CIFAR-10 with linear
increasing λ2 for 4 bits equal bit-width Po2 quantization. �Acc is decreased
from 14.09% to 0.14% resulting in quantized test accuracy of 90.18% in
comparison to initial floating point test accuracy 90.83%.

The above discussed two quantization schemes behave dif-
ferently during the quantization process and require different
quantization strategies. For bit-widths higher than 7-bit DFP
can be applied without any retraining and still achieves almost
floating point accuracy. For equal bit-width DFP quantization
with 7 bits and less, �acc increases and fine-tuning is neces-
sary to reach the accuracy of the original network. On the other
hand Po2 quantization always requires retraining, as even the
use of bit-widths higher than five reduce the quantization error
only to a certain extent.

To increase the compression ratio when applying DFP quan-
tization, layer-wise precision scaling is an effective method,
since not all layers require the same the bit-width for high
accuracy. For instance, in modern convolution-only networks,
layers with fewer parameters require larger bit-widths [13].
As a result, when applying layer-wise precision scaling the
weights of the output and input layers are kept at high
precision, as they usually have the fewest parameters. In com-
parison to DFP, for Po2 quantization, layer-wise precision
scaling does not proof to be as effective, as almost the same
bit-width is recommended throughout the network to achieve
best accuracy.

For fine-tuning of Po2 and DFP quantized networks, QR
and WQR can be added to the loss function as regularization
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Distribution of weights in layer 5 of AllConvNet (CIFAR-10) during
fine-tuning with WQR and QR to (a) 4-bit DFP and (b) 4-bit Po2. DFP
(a) is trained with λ2 = epoch ∗ 10. Region (i) shows the faster quantization
of weights with high magnitudes and slower quantization of weights close
to 0. At epoch 150, QR is applied with λ1 = 100 to quantize also weights
with smaller values (ii). Po2 (b) is trained with λ2 = epoch ∗ 10. Region
(iii) also shows slower quantization for small magnitude weights. Due to the
distribution of quantization levels, weights around 0 are already close to the
next quantization level (iv).

terms to force quantization during retraining. While the QR
term forces all weights equally to reduce the distance to the
next quantization level, the WQR term is reduced for weights
with small magnitudes. Therefore, WQR operates less restric-
tive than QR, as the QR value is multiplied with a factor
from 0 to 1 (normalized weight magnitude). As a consequence
it is an effective strategy to apply WQR followed by QR
fine-tuning.

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of weights in layer 5 during
Fig. 9(a) 4-bit DFP and Fig. 9(b) 4-bit Po2 quantization of

TABLE III
ALL-CNN-C ARCHITECTURE AND THE NUMBER OF WEIGHTS AND

MAC-OPERATIONS FOR ONE FORWARD COMPUTATION WITH

BATCH-SIZE ONE

the all-convolutional network for the CIFAR-10 dataset. For
fine-tuning to 4-bit DFP quantization [Fig. 9(a)] λ2 is increased
linearly by a factor of 10 with each epoch. As QR scale factor
λ1 we use 0 before and 100 starting at epoch 150. Region (i) in
Fig. 9(a) shows the decelerated quantization of small magni-
tude weights. Starting with epoch 150, also weights close to 0
are quantized, due to the application of QR [Fig. 9(a)ii]. For 4-
bit Po2 quantization only WQR is necessary (λ2 = epoch∗10)
to achieve quantization. Due to the nonequidistant distribu-
tion of quantization levels in Po2 quantization, the weights
with high magnitudes take longer than in DFP quantization to
reach the quantization levels [Fig. 9(b)iii]. Additional QR is
not necessary since, due to the high density of quantization
levels close to 0, the weights with smaller magnitudes induce
a very small quantization error [Fig. 9(b)iv].

QR and WQR enable trained quantization to improve
performance in comparison to direct quantization.
Regularization-based quantization is very simple to implement
and applicable for any quantization scheme. As a consequence
QR and WQR could be employed alongside other effective
quantization techniques such as stochastic quantization.
Besides the simplicity of the approach, it also allows a deeper
analysis of quantization schemes by recording the weight
distribution during training.

While enabling compression for more efficient inference,
during training QR and WQR add overhead due to the manda-
tory quantization step after each mini-batch and the necessary
computations for calculation of QR and WQR. The fact that
all weights have to be stored as floating point values and quan-
tized values, increases the weight memory during training by
a factor of 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following section describes the experimental results for
direct and trained quantization of All-CNNs on three datasets.

A. Experimental Setup

For experimental evaluation, we apply the proposed
methods on all-convolutional networks for the datasets
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TABLE IV
RESULTS IN COMPARISON TO FLOATING POINT BASELINE OF ALL-CNN FOR CIFAR-100 (CR = COMPRESSION RATIO)

TABLE V
RESULTS IN COMPARISON TO FLOATING POINT BASELINE OF ALL-CNN FOR CIFAR-10

TABLE VI
RESULTS IN COMPARISON TO FLOATING POINT BASELINE OF ALL-CNN FOR SVHN

CIFAR-10 [25], CIFAR-100 and SVHN [26]. We use all-
convolution network model All-CNN-C from [23] for evalua-
tion. The CNN architecture summed up in Table III consists
of nine convolution layers and a global average pooling layer.
Due to the similar filter-width and height the number of
weights in the convolution layers mainly depends on the
filter-depths. The number of operations also depends on the
layer-output dimensions. However, it needs to be noted that the
proposed technique is neither architecture nor dataset bound.

For the three datasets, we use the predefined training and
test sets. For the floating point baselines we trained the CNN
for 350 epochs with initial learning rate 10−3 multiplied by
a fixed multiplier after epochs 200 and 300. To avoid over-
fitting, we use dropout with dropout rate 0.5 after layers. In
contrast to the original All-CNN paper [23], the models are
not regularized by weight decay to avoid interfering with the
studied regularization methods. In terms of data augmentation
we only apply horizontal flipping and random shifting by a
maximum of 3 pixels.

B. Performance Analysis

We evaluate the performance of the proposed method
comparing the test accuracy of the original network with
the resulting accuracies after direct and trained quantiza-
tion. For Tables IV–VI, we make use of the abbreviations
in Table II. We aim to achieve high compression rates in
terms of weight memory while maintaining high test accu-
racy. In addition to bit-width reduction we also consider the

resulting sparsity as an important factor for possible further
compression. Assuming skipping of multiplications with 0
weights, sparsity also reduces the amount of required multiply-
accumulate (MAC)-operations for forward computation.3 For
all experiments except the two marked, bit-width for activa-
tions is 32-bit fixed point.

1) CIFAR-100: CIFAR-100 is an image classification
dataset consisting of a training set of 50 000 and a test set
of 10 000 32×32 color images representing 100 different cat-
egories such as airplanes, automobiles, birds, cats, deers, dogs,
frogs, horses, ships, and trucks [25]. The training batches con-
tain exactly 5000 images from each class. Table V shows the
resulting accuracies after fine-tuning with 200 epochs of WQR
with λ2 = epoch × 10. In addition, λ1 is set to 100 starting at
epoch 150. This setup is not optimal for all configurations, as
in some cases training with only QR would be sufficient, but
it allows using the same parameterization for each iteration
increasing comparability. Compared to a full implementation
(32 bits), the proposed layer-wise quantization (DFP-lw) saves
∼4×–8× in terms of weight memory and has an accuracy loss
by ∼0.1%–4.5%. Compared to the reduced equal bit-width
quantization, the proposed layer-wise quantization has higher
sparsity and smaller weight memory.

3The number of skipped MACs due to a pruned weight depends on the
layer-input dimensions. Therefore, sparsity in weights is unequal to sparsity
in MACs.

48-bit DFP for activations.
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Fig. 10. Results for direct and trained DFP and Po2 quantization with equal
bit-widths on ALL-CNN for CIFAR-100. For DFP also layer-wise precision
scaling with direct and trained quantization is illustrated.

In addition, Fig. 10 depicts the results of trained quan-
tization in comparison to direct quantization. We can see
that retraining with QR and WQR in all cases increases
classification accuracy in comparison to direct quantization.

Comparing equal bit-width quantization with layer-wise
precision scaling for DFP data type, we can see that for simi-
lar compression ratios, equal bit-width (DFP-eq) never reaches
the accuracy of layer-wise precision scaling (DFP-lw), even
when retraining with WQR/QR is applied. For Po2 quanti-
zation, we found equal 4-bit quantization (Po2-eq) the most
effective method as higher bit-widths did not increase accuracy
and layer-wise precision scaling for lower than 4 bits leads to
drastic accuracy drop.

2) CIFAR-10: CIFAR-10 is a benchmark image classifica-
tion dataset equal to CIFAR-100 in terms of image and dataset
sizes, which instead of 100 classes divides the images into ten
classes. We use the same training method as for CIFAR-100.
The results for trained quantization of All-CNN for CIFAR-10
are shown in Table V. To allow comparing to other works for
the two marked configurations, we also quantized the activa-
tions to 8-bit DFP. In contrast to ALL-CNN for CIFAR-100,
for this dataset higher compression rates can be achieved. For
compression ratio ∼8, DFP-lw gives lowest accuracy degra-
dation of 0.51% points. For equal bit-with quantization Po2
outperforms DFP by 1.55% points. For compression ratio
7.38 classification accuracy of DFP with layer-wise precision
scaling is only 0.01% points below the floating point baseline.

3) SVHN: The SVHN image classification dataset consists
of 694K 32×32 color images for training and 26K images for
testing. The images represent digits form 0 to 9. Similarly to
CIFAR-100 and CIFAR-10 we perform layer-wise precision
scaling and retraining with WQR and QR for model com-
pression. The results are shown in Table VI and Fig. 11. For
the SVHN dataset at compression ratio ∼ 8, Po2 quantization
and DFP with layer-wise precision scaling both outperform
the original baseline model.

Comparing the results for the datasets CIFAR-100, CIFAR-
10, and SVHN, we can conclude that the attainable compres-
sion ratio for lossless trained quantization with QR/WQR not
only depends on the selected data type and bit-widths, but also
on the selected datasets. While for CIFAR-10 and SVHN, loss-
less trained quantization achieves compression ratio 8.0 and

Fig. 11. Results for direct and trained DFP and Po2 quantization with equal
bit-widths on ALL-CNN for SVHN. For DFP also layer-wise precision scaling
with direct and trained quantization is illustrated.

9.4, respectively, for CIFAR-100 the maximum compression
ratio is 4.7 for lossless compression. In the case of CIFAR-100
further increasing compression ratio up to 8.0 reduces accu-
racy by 2.09% points. In contrast to this tradeoff, stronger
compression for CIFAR-10 and SVHN immediately leads to
drastic accuracy reduction. We suspect that this difference can
be explained by the relation between complexity of the dataset
and the selected network. To better understand this relation,
in future the techniques have to be applied for further datasets
and network topologies.

While with DFP lossless compression can always be
achieved, Po2 can sometimes lead to slight performance degra-
dation. layer-wise precision scaling turns out to be more
effective for DFP than for Po2. Po2 still reaches maximum
accuracy at uniform 4-bit bit-width while achieving higher
accuracy than uniform 4-bit and even 5-bit DFP.

V. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

The proposed method of WQR presents a novel technique
for trained quantization of DNNs. However, in some works
performing weight-binarization similar regularization methods
are used to achieve weights with values “+1” or “−1” [27].
Today trained quantization is mostly performed by stochastic
rounding during training [14], [19], [28], [29]. Gupta et al. [29]
applied stochastic training for CIFAR-10 dataset to achieve
fixed point quantization to 16 and 12 bits. Their accuracy
is reduced by 0.8% and 4.2% points, respectively, compared
to the floating point baseline. In comparison to that with
our method we reach 8-bit DFP quantization without any
performance drop.

Courbariaux et al. [14] performed quantization based on
stochastic round for 10-bit DFP weights and activations. Their
accuracy drops in comparison to the baseline networks 3.14%
points for CIFAR-10 and 2.58% points for SVHN since in con-
trast to us, they also perform weight-update with 12-bit DFP
which decreases comparability. For our CIFAR-10 and SVHN
network, we experimentally also applied 8-bit DFP for weights
and activations, and found that accuracy even increased after
QR/WQR retraining. Gysel et al. [19] used their CAFFE-based
tool Ristretto for layer-wise precision scaling and fine-tuning
with stochastic rounding. On CIFAR-10, their accuracy lies
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0.3% below the floating point baseline accuracy, when quan-
tizing not only weights but also activations to 8-bit DFP.
By applying layer-wise precision scaling we are able to
increase compression ratio from 4 to 7.38 and after QR/WQR-
retraining achieve equal to baseline accuracy while inducing
higher sparsity due to the stronger compression. Other than
fine-tuning with stochastic rounding, Zhou et al. [11] presented
an incremental retraining method to perform Po2 weight
quantization. They achieved lossless 5-/4-bit quantization for
several DNNs for the ImageNet dataset. Even for lower bit-
rates incremental quantization achieves state-of-the-art results.
Even though this method seems highly promising, in contrast
to this paper, it is only verified to work for Po2 quantization.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose QR and WQR as techniques for improving
accuracy after bit-width reductions inflicted by a quantiza-
tion scheme. WQR/QR allow fine-tuning for weights in any
quantization scheme and also works for nonuniform bit-widths
(layer-wise precision scaling). For ALL-CNN with the CIFAR-
10 benchmark WQR reaches lossless compression up to a
ratio of 7.38× with DFP and layer-wise precision scaling.
Compared to the 32-bit floating point baseline in the All-
CNN network, WQR with DFP obtains a weight memory
compaction of 8.0×–10.23× and a MAC sparsity of 37.9%–
64.4% in the benchmark tasks. For these cases with maximal
compaction we observe between 0.48% and 4.45% points
reduction of classification accuracy. A high MAC sparsity ben-
efits HW implementations because it potentially reduces the
number of multiply accumulate operations.

Note, that WQR/QR is not a stand-alone tool, but can be
combined with other techniques and is typically complemen-
tary to those. We have observed, that it has some limitations
when applied to very low bit-widths; hence, its combination
with stochastic rounding methods is considered as future work.

Furthermore, we have studied two quantization schemes,
DFP and Po2, and we find that DFP is usually preferable
to Po2 because it is as good as or better than Po2 in most
cases, it can reach floating point accuracy when increasing bit-
width, and it does not necessarily require retraining (retraining
improves accuracy but for Po2 it is absolutely necessary).
However, in a few special cases with low bit-width Po2 is
slightly better and it might be preferred for HW implemen-
tations because it requires only shift operations instead of
multiplications. Thus, when an optimized HW implementation
is developed, Po2 could be considered as a useful option.
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